Review agenda

Land Acknowledgement

Updates-

**Mural Project:** proposal in December grant through 7th generation programing 25,000 granted cultural teaching to show youth how to express themselves through art. Student led project. Searching for a space for this project and possibly using panels instead of painting on the campus walls. Heriberto met with Danise and Rudy and confirmed that they would need to use panels that is not permanent could be moved. The mural need to be approved by executive cabinet. Possibly CCAA for the workshops. Super intendent executive directors would need to approve the end product of the mural. Questions regarding what the district is afraid of within the mural. First 4 workshops. June or July for the Mural due to weather. Workshops 2x a month. Title 4 funding to provide funding for all families to be a part of the workshops. Murals at another TRUSD school site. Concerns with inconsistency with the process. NAPAC wanting to set up a meeting with Rudy so there is no back and forth. Possibly move to Sac City Unified but wanting to stay with TRUSD. Move forward with the art workshops. Follow up with dates for the workshops and availability.

**GONA:** Nathan from SNAC is planning meetings... potential interest to participate and help provide funding from TRUSD. Sac City Unified are partnering. Heriberto had a meeting with Travis Burke regarding additional funding for GONA. 7,600 from title 6 funding for Native Ed funds for the rest of our events for the year. Travis may be able to find additional funds to sponsor GONA. LCAP 5,000 Equity 4,000 left. 6,000 was spent on tutoring and remaining funds were to be used for guest speakers, or any other events.

**Tutoring Services:** 3-18 hours of used tutoring time. Looking into the logistics and outcomes of the tutoring services provided to see how effective it is for next year.

**Voting:** Motion in Favor of Mural Project... Motion passes

Local Tribe willing to fund some Native Ed programming. Donation letter... Wilton Rancheria willing to donate to NAPAC. Possibly looking to see if we can get a dedicated staff person exclusively to NAPAC.

- Doodle poll for evening scheduled meeting/planning dinner
- Phase 1 opened for title 6 funding.